CS 337 – Spring 2014

Quiz 4

===== Time =====

Normal time allowed: 20 minutes
-2 points if received after 5:50; -5 points if received after 5:55; -10 points if received after 6:00;

===== Setup =====

You are allowed to use an editor (any editor) and a browser (any browser).
You are NOT allowed to browse to any site other than the page you are working on.
You will NOT communicate with anyone inside or outside of class.
You may use notes.
You may use your own laptop.
Download the zip file Quiz4 from Canvas (ACCESS CODE: blacksquares). The file contains, an HTML file, a JS file, and jQuery. The HTML file has a series of squares, and six buttons (as shown below). DON'T change the HTML file. The five buttons call their own JS function in the JS file (don’t change the names of the functions). Each function needs to perform a different action according to the description in the button.

- Reset needs to make all the squares silver again.

- Note that the center square has an ID of “center”

- Note that the corners are all spans (but so is the center square)

Submit ONLY the JS file on Canvas.